
 CAMPAIGN NO. 2505  DATE April 8 ,2010

 MANUFACTURER ISUZU MOTORS LIMITED

 DESCRIPTION OF DEFECT

TYPE COMMERCIAL
NAME

MODELYEAR
RECALLED

NUMBER OF
VEHICLE

NFG-NJR82AN ELF 2007-2009 73

NFG-NKR82XAN 2007-2009 101

NFG NLR82AN

VEHICLE  SAFETY / POLLUTION RECALL CAMPAIGN IN JAPAN

Domestic / Import Vehicles

In the CNG-fueled vehicles, it has been found that:
(1) the fuel fill method at the assembly plant was inappropriate, 

considering materials of the fuel tank safety valves,
so that cracks might occur inside the safety valve: thus, if 
they are used as are, cracks will advance and eventually
lead to fuel leak, and  

(2) the mechanical automatic transmission control unit program
was inadequate, thereby rendering the gearshift operation 
inoperative: thus, the gearshift lever position and the
gear position displayed in the gear position indicating lamp
may be different from the actual gear position.  

NFG-NLR82AN
NFG-NLR82N

2007-2009 192

NFG-NMR82AN
NFG-NMR82N

2007-2009 703

PDG-NPR75N(kai) 2007 3

NFG-NPR82XAN
NFG-NPR82XN

2007-2009 1,326

NFG-AJR82AN ATLAS 2008-2009 3

NFG-AKR82XAN 2008-2009 5

NFG-ALR82AN 2008 1

NFG-AMR82AN 2009 3

NFG-APR82XAN
NFG-APR82XN

2008-2009 2

NFG-BJR82AN CONDOR 2008 2

NFG-BKR82XAN 2007-2008 3

NFG-BMR82AN
NFG-BMR82N

2008-2009 8

NFG-BPR82XAN
NFG-BPR82XN

2007-2009 21

NFG-LJR82AN TITAN 2008 1

NFG-LMR82AN 2007-2008 8

NFG-LPR82XAN 2007-2009 3

TOTAL 2,458

In the CNG-fueled vehicles, it has been found that:
(1) the fuel fill method at the assembly plant was inappropriate, 

considering materials of the fuel tank safety valves,
so that cracks might occur inside the safety valve: thus, if 
they are used as are, cracks will advance and eventually
lead to fuel leak, and  

(2) the mechanical automatic transmission control unit program
was inadequate, thereby rendering the gearshift operation 
inoperative: thus, the gearshift lever position and the
gear position displayed in the gear position indicating lamp
may be different from the actual gear position.  
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